Carleton Class of ’92 30th Reunion

Dear Class of ’92 Family:

As we enter our 50’s during this third year of the COVID-19 pandemic, we’d like to take stock of where we are and share our vision for the future.

With an eye toward building connection, shaping legacy, honoring loss, and nurturing hope, we look forward to reconnecting with as many classmates as possible this June in Northfield. Our upcoming 30th Reunion provides us with a signal reflection point from which we can remember both the large and small ways we impacted each other during some of our most transformative years — living, working, playing, discussing, debating, and learning from one another.

Regardless of how good or bad your Carleton experience was, you are a part of the College, the College is a part of you, and you contributed to the collective memories of the Class of ’92.

Since then, our identities have evolved. We’ve moved through many phases: tragedies, triumphs, and day-to-day life. Reunion is a time and place where we can bring our full selves, feel seen and included, and imagine the legacy we hope to build for subsequent generations.

In that spirit, we have some fun events in the works including:

- Joyfair — Classmates lead playful activities (art, music, craft, movement) to amuse and delight
- Advocacy Slam! — Ten souls share personal narratives about advancing meaningful change
- IT’s Dance Party — Bring your moonwalk and Harlem shake to trip the light fantastic...

Here’s to making new memories with old friends, as well as classmates we haven’t met.

On a different note, we pause with sadness at the loss of nine classmates, including four since our 25th Reunion: John Moorehouse, Matthew Scooler, Nabil Streets, and, most recently, Valerie Weiss. May they rest in joy and peace. We will incorporate remembrances of them into our Reunion weekend.

We look forward to seeing you on campus in June! Registration begins in March, and so in the meantime, we encourage you to reach out to one another and reconnect with Carleton in one or more of the following ways:

- Tell a friend to SAVE THE DATE to join you on campus June 16-19!
- Catch up, smile, and share your latest in our Class of ’92 Digital Bio Book
- Help our class set new Alumni Annual Fund (AAF) Giving records! Make your one time or recurring gift today.
- Learn about how your AAF donation helps all aspects of Carleton life here.
- Prefer social over email? Join our ‘92 Class Facebook page for lively photos, updates, and more.
- Connect with prospective students by becoming an Alumni Admissions Representative.
- Join fellow Carls in other groups including Out After Carleton, our Multicultural Alumni Network (MCAN), or the digital Carleton Book Club.
- Get involved in Carleton’s plan for Inclusion, Diversity & Equity. Learn about IDE here.

With peace and love always,

The Class of ’92 30th Reunion Committee
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